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The Brownian traveller on manifolds
Martin Kolb and David Krejčiřík1

Abstract. We study the influence of the intrinsic curvature on the large time behaviour of
the heat equation in a tubular neighbourhood of an unbounded geodesic in a two-dimensional
Riemannian manifold. Since we consider killing boundary conditions, there is always an
exponential-type decay for the heat semigroup. We show that this exponential-type decay is
slower for positively curved manifolds comparing to the flat case. As the main result, we
establish a sharp extra polynomial-type decay for the heat semigroup on negatively curved
manifolds comparing to the flat case. The proof employs the existence of Hardy-type inequalities for the Dirichlet Laplacian in the tubular neighbourhoods on negatively curved manifolds
and the method of self-similar variables and weighted Sobolev spaces for the heat equation.
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1. Introduction
The intimate intertwining between properties of Brownian motion (or alternatively
the heat flow) on a Riemannian manifold and the curvature properties of the manifold
are a classical research question that has been investigated extensively (see, e.g.,
[20], [21], [12], [13], [31], and [18]) and has led to deep results and new methods,
which turned out to be also of importance in other fields of mathematics. For a more
complete overview and further references we refer to recent monograph [14]. One
of the main themes here is to characterize probabilistic properties via geometric ones
and vice versa. Thinking of the Brownian particle as a “traveller” in a curved space
we continue this line of research and investigate the influence of the curvature on its
large time behaviour.
However, in contrast to previous works, we restrict the motion of the Brownian
particle to a tubular neighbourhood of a curve in the Riemannian manifold and kill
it when it leaves this quasi-one-dimensional subset. This line of research seems to
have its origin in the mathematical physics literature, where one aims to describe
the dynamics of quantum particles in very thin almost one-dimensional waveguides.
The constraint on the Brownian motion to the quasi-one-dimensional subsets leads
to additional effects not present in the case of an unrestricted stochastic conservative
motion. It particular it will turn out that the behaviour of the Brownian particle in the
tube-like set is sensitive to local perturbations of the geometry.
A more precise description of our setting is the following. Let the ambient space
of the Brownian traveller be a complete non-compact two-dimensional Riemannian
manifold A (not necessarily embedded in the Euclidean space R3 ) with Gauss curvature K. We restrict to the case of locally perturbed traveller by assuming that K
is compactly supported.
We further assume that the motion is quasi-one-dimensional in the sense that the
Brownian traveller is forced to move along an infinite curve  on the surface A.
To focus on the effects induced by the intrinsic curvature K itself, we suppress side
effects induced by the curvature of the curve by assuming that  is a geodesic.
The constraint to move along the geodesic curve is introduced by imposing killing
boundary conditions on the boundary of the tubular neighbourhood
 D fq 2 A W dist.q; / < ag;
def

(1.1)

where a is a positive (not necessarily small) number. That is, the Brownian traveller
“dies” whenever it hits the boundary @ of the strip .
The problem is mathematically described by the diffusion equation
8
ˆ
@ t u  q u D 0 in   .0; 1/;
ˆ
ˆ
<
(1.2)
uD0
on @  .0; 1/;
ˆ
ˆ
:̂u D u
on   f0g;
0
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in the space time variables .q; t / 2   .0; 1/, where u0 is an initial datum. More
specifically, for the Dirac distribution u0 .q/ D ı.qq0/, the solution u.q; t / is related
to the density of the transition probability of the Brownian motion starting at q0 2 
as follows. Let us denote by Eq (respectively, Pq ) the expectation (respectively,
probability) of a stochastic process .Xt / t0 on the manifold A started at q 2 A
which is given as the solution of the martingale problem associated to the operator .
By a slight abuse of notation we call this process Brownian motion despite the fact
that the generator of the “true” Brownian motion is 12 . (This should not lead to any
confusion as the relation between both processes is given by a simple time change.)
Moreover, let
 D infft > 0 j Xt 2 @g
def

denote the first exit time. Then
u.q; t / D Eq Œu0 .X t /;  > t 

(1.3)

solves equation (1.2). If u0 D B for some measurable set B  , we get
u.q; t / D Pq .X t 2 B;  > t /;

(1.4)

which is the probability that the Brownian particle survived up to time t and is in B
at time t .
Now imagine a Brownian traveller in  and we imagine that he/she reached his/her
goal when hitting the boundary. The ultimate question we would like to address in
this paper is to decide which geometry is better to travel. By the “good geometry” we
understand that which enables the Brownian traveller to reach his/her goal as soon as
possible or “to escape from his/her starting point as far as possible.” More precisely,
we are interested in quantifying the large time of (1.4) for bounded sets B  0 .
In any case, the question is related to the large time decay of the solutions of (1.2)
as regards the curvature K. We mainly study a Hilbert-space version of the problem
by analysing the asymptotic behaviour of the heat semigroup on L2 ./ associated
with (1.2). Nevertheless, we establish some pointwise results about the large time
behaviour of u.q; t / as well.
Our results are informally summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. An informal summary of our results.
curvature
transport

positive
bad

zero
critical

negative
good

probability decay

e  t e E1 t

t 1=2 e E1 t

t 3=2 e E1 t
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There
E1 D  2 =.2a/2
def

denotes the lowest Dirichlet eigenvalue of the strip cross-section .a; a/ and is a
positive number. As explained above, the vague statements about transport in Table 1
should be understood in the spirit of the large time decay of the solutions to (1.2)
stated there. It turns out that the solutions of (1.2) has worse (respectively, better)
decay properties if K is non-negative (respectively, non-positive) as a consequence
of the existence of stationary solutions (respectively, Hardy-type inequalities). More
general results, involving surfaces with sign changing curvatures, are established in
this paper.
The effect of curvature on the transience/recurrence of a Brownian particle have
been extensively studied (see [12] for a nice review). It turned out that on manifolds
with “large” negative curvature Brownian motion leaves compact subsets faster than
on manifolds with non-negative curvature. But local changes of the Riemannian
metric cannot change transience to recurrence or vice versa. Observe that for the
results presented in Table 1 this is not longer true. In probabilistic literature this
corresponds to the R-recurrence/R-transience dichotomy (see [45], and [46]) or in
analytic literature to the critical/subcritical dichotomy (see, e.g., [36], or [34], and [35]
for a brief overview). Indeed, in our setting the Brownian motion in the negatively
curved tube with compactly supported curvature is E1 -transient in contrast to the
case of no curvature.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the forthcoming Sections 2 and 3
we properly define the configuration space of the Brownian traveller and the associated heat equation (1.2), respectively. The case of zero curvature is briefly mentioned
in Section 4. In Section 5 we consider direct consequences in a more general situation when the curvature vanishes at infinity. The influence of positive curvature on
the Brownian traveller is studied in Section 6. The main part of the paper consists
of Section 7, where we establish the existence of Hardy-type inequalities in negatively curved manifolds and develop the method of self-similar variables for the heat
equation to reveal the subtle effect of negative curvature. The paper is concluded by
Section 8 where we summarize our results and refer to some open problems.
Acknowledgement. Martin Kolb would like to thank Laurent Saloff-Coste for clarifying remarks concerning his work [41] and the continuity of transition kernels.

2. Geometric preliminaries
We start by imposing some natural hypotheses to give an instructive geometrical
interpretation of the configuration space  of the Brownian traveller. The conditions
will be considerably weakened later when we reconsider the problem in an abstract
setting.
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2.1. The configuration space. Let us assume that the Riemannian manifold A is
of class C 2 and that its Gauss curvature K is continuous. The latter holds under the
additional assumption that A is either of class C 3 (by Gauss’s Theorema Egregium)
or that it is embedded in R3 (by computing principal curvatures).
Any geodesic curve  on A is C 2 -smooth and, without loss of generality, we may
assume that it is parameterized by arc-length. To enable the traveller to propagate
to infinity, we consider unbounded geodesics  only. For a moment, we make the
strong hypothesis that  W R ! A is an embedding.
def
Since  is parameterized by arc-length, the derivative T D P defines the unit
tangent vector field along . Let N be the unit normal vector field along  which is
uniquely determined as the C 1 -smooth mapping from R to the tangent bundle of A by
requiring that N.s/ is orthogonal to T .s/ and that fT .s/; N.s/g is positively oriented
for all s 2 R (cf [40], Section 7.B).
The feature of our model is that the Brownian traveller is assumed to be confined to the strip-like a-tubular neighbourhood (1.1). By definition,  is the set of
points q in A for which there exists a geodesic of length less than a from q meeting 
orthogonally. More precisely, we introduce a mapping L from the flat strip
0 D R  .a; a/
def

(2.1)

(considered as a subset of the tangent bundle of A) to the manifold A by setting
L.x1 ; x2 / D exp.x1 / .N.x1 / x2 /;
def

(2.2)

where expq is the exponential map of A at q 2 A. Then we have
 D L.0 /:

(2.3)

Note that x1 7! L.x1 ; x2 / traces the curves parallel to  at a fixed distance jx2 j,
while the curve x2 7! L.x1 ; x2 / is a geodesic orthogonal to  for any fixed x1 . See
Figure 1.
2.2. The Fermi coordinates. Making the hypothesis that
L W 0 !  is a diffeomorphism ;

(2.4)

we get a convenient parametrization of  via the (Fermi or geodesic parallel) “coordinates” x D .x1 ; x2 / determined by (2.2), cf Figure 1. We refer to [10], Section 2,
and [16] for the notion and properties of Fermi coordinates. In particular, it follows
by the generalized Gauss lemma that the metric G induced by (2.2) acquires the
diagonal form:
 2 
f
0
GD
;
(2.5)
0 1
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x2
a

A

a

x1

Figure 1. The parametrization of the strip  via the Fermi coordinates x D .x1 ; x2 / defined
by (2.2).

where f is continuous, has continuous partial derivatives @2 f , @22 f and satisfies the
Jacobi equation
8
<f .; 0/ D 1;
@22 f C Kf D 0 with
(2.6)
:@ f .; 0/ D 0:
2
Here K is considered as a function of the Fermi coordinates .x1 ; x2 /.
By the inverse function theorem, a sufficient condition to ensure (2.4) is that L is
injective and f positive. The latter can always be achieved for sufficiently small a
as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 2.1. Let K 2 L1 .0 / and kKk1 a2 < 1. For every x 2 0 , we have
1

x 1 / a2
x 1 / a2
K.x
K.x
 f .x/  1 C
;
x 1 / a2
x 1 / a2
1  K.x
1  K.x

where k  k1 D k  kL1 .0 / and
def

def
x 1/ D
K.x
ess sup jK.x1 ; x2 /j:

x2 2.a;a/

Proof. Integrating (2.6), we arrive at the identity
Z x2
.Kf /.x1 ; / d ;
@2 f .x/ D 
0

x 2 0 :

(2.7)
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Consequently,
x 1 / fN.x1 /;
j@2 f .x/j  a K.x

def
with fN.x1 / D

sup

jf .x1 ; /j;

(2.8)

2.a;a/

for all x 2 0 . By the mean value theorem, we deduce the bounds
x 1 / fN.x1 /  f .x/  1 C a2 K.x
x 1 / fN.x1 /;
1  a2 K.x

x 2 0 :

(2.9)

Taking the supremum over x2 2 .a; a/, the upper bound leads to the upper bound
of (2.7). Finally, using the upper bound of (2.7) to estimate fN in the lower bound
of (2.9), we conclude with the lower bound of (2.7).
2.3. The abstract setting. It follows from the preceding subsection that, under the
hypothesis (2.4), we can identify   A with the Riemannian manifold .0 ; G/.
However, the assumption (2.4) is not really essential provided that one is ready to
abandon the geometrical interpretation of  as a tubular neighbourhood embedded
in A.
Indeed, .0 ; G/, with the metric G determined by (2.5) and (2.6), can be considered as an abstract Riemannian manifold for which the boundedness of K and a
restriction of a are the only important hypotheses. More specifically, we assume
K 2 L1 .0 /

1
and kKk1 a2 < :
2

(2.10)

Then the Jacobi equation (2.6) admits a solution f .x1 ; / 2 H 2 ..a; a// for every
x1 2 R and it follows from Lemma 2.1 that f is bounded and uniformly positive
on 0 .
In the sequel, we therefore allow for self-intersections and low regularity of 
by considering .0 ; G/ as an abstract configuration space of the Brownian traveller.
The mere boundedness of the metric G is sufficient to establish the desired results.

3. Analytic and probabilistic preliminaries
In this section, we give a precise meaning to the evolution problem (1.2).
3.1. The generator of motion. The meaning of q u in (1.2) should be understood
as an action of the Laplace-Beltrami operator  in the Riemannian manifold . In
the Fermi coordinates, considering  as a differential expression in 0 , we have
  D jGj1=2 @i jGj1=2 G ij @j D f 1 @1 f 1 @1  f 1 @2 f @2 :

(3.1)

Here the first identity is a general formula for the Laplace–Beltrami operator in a
manifold equipped with the metric G, with the usual notation for the determinant
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jGj D det.G/ and the coefficients G ij of the inverse metric G 1 , and using the
Einstein summation convention. The second identity employs the special form of the
metric (2.5) in the Fermi coordinates.
The objective of this subsection is to associate to the differential expression (3.1)
a self-adjoint operator HK in the Hilbert space
def

Lf2 .0 / D L2 .0 ; f .x/ dx/;
def

(3.2)

a space isomorphic to L2 ./ via the Fermi coordinates. In order to implement the
Dirichlet boundary conditions of (1.2), we introduce HK as the Friedrichs extension
of (3.1) initially defined on smooth functions of compact support in 0 (cf [2],
Section 6). That is, HK is the unique self-adjoint operator associated on (3.2) with
the quadratic form
hK Œ  D .@i ; G ij @j /f ;
def

2 D.hK / D H01 .0 ; G/:
def

(3.3)

Here .; /f denotes the inner product in (3.2) and H01 .0 ; G/ denotes the completion
def
of C01 .0 / with respect to the norm k  kD.hK / D .hK Œ C k  kf2 /1=2 , with k  kf
denoting the norm in (3.2). The dependence of HK on the curvature K is understood
through the dependence of f on K, cf (2.6).
Under our hypothesis (2.10), it follows from Lemma 2.1 that k  kf is equivalent
def
to the usual norm k  k D k  k1 in L2 .0 / D L21 .0 / (i.e. f D 1) and, moreover,
the D.hK /-norm is equivalent to the usual norm in the Sobolev space H 1 .0 /.
Consequently,
D.hK / D H01 .0 /:
However, it is important to keep in mind that, although H 1 .0 ; G/ and H01 .0 /
coincide as vector spaces, their topologies are different.
Remark 3.1. Under extra regularity assumptions involving derivatives of f , it is
possible to show that HK acts as (3.1) on the domain H01 .0 / \ H 2 .0 /. However,
we shall not need these facts, always considering HK in the form sense described
above.
3.2. The dynamics. As usual, we consider the weak formulation of the parabolic
problem (1.2). We say a Hilbert space-valued function u 2 L2loc ..0; 1/I H01.0 ; G//,
with the weak derivative u0 2 L2loc ..0; 1/I ŒH01.0 ; G/ /, is a (global) solution
of (1.2) provided that
hv; u0 .t /if C hK .v; u.t // D 0
(3.4)
for each v 2 H01 .0 ; G/ and a.e. t 2 Œ0; 1/, and u.0/ D u0 . Here hK .; /
denotes the sesquilinear form associated with (3.3) and h; if stands for the pairing of H01 .0 ; G/ and its dual ŒH01 .0 ; G/ . With an abuse of notation, we denote by the same symbol u both the function on 0  .0; 1/ and the mapping
.0; 1/ ! H01 .0 ; G/.
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Standard semigroup theory implies that there indeed exists a unique solution
of (3.4) that belongs to C 0 .Œ0; 1/I Lf2 .0 //. More precisely, the solution is given
by u.t / D e tHK u0 , where e tHK is the semigroup associated with HK .
It is easy to see that the real and imaginary parts of the solution u of (1.2) evolve
separately. By writing u D <.u/ C i =.u/ and solving (1.2) with initial data <.u0 /
and =.u0 /, we may therefore reduce the problem to the case of a real function u0 ,
without restriction. This reflects the fact that e tHK is positivity preserving. Consequently, the functional spaces can be considered to be real when investigating the
heat equation (1.2).
Indeed, the quadratic form hK is a Dirichlet form, to which we can associate a
strong Markov process with continuous paths (which as we mentioned call Brownian
motion on .0 ; G/ even though our normalization of the heat equation differs by a
factor 1/2 from the probabilistic one). In order to do so let us first extend f to R2
by setting it equal to 1 outside 0 . Moreover, let us define the Dirichlet form hQK in
L2 .R2 ; f .x/ dx/ by
Z
def
def
Q
@i .x/ G ij .x/ @j .x/ f .x/ dx;
2 D.hQK / D H 1 .R2 /:
hK Œ  D
R2

Then there exists a strong Markov process .Xt / t0 with continuous paths, which
is associated to hQK . According to Theorem 4 in [42] the process is conservative.
We use Ex (respectively, Px ) to denote the expectation (respectively, probability)
conditional on X0 D x. Since Dirichlet boundary conditions correspond to killing
in the probabilistic picture, we have the following probabilistic representation
e tHK u0 .x/ D Ex Œu0 .X t /; 0 > t 

(3.5)

for almost every x 2 0 .
3.3. Basic properties. In our first proposition we collect some fundamental properties of the stochastic process .Xt / t0 .
Proposition 3.1. Assume (2.10).


The stochastic process .Xt / t0 has the strong Feller property and is therefore
well-defined for every x 2 0 . In particular, the right hand side of (3.5) is
continuous for every u0 2 L1 .0 /.



The stochastic process .Xt / t0 has a continuous transition function k t .; / with
respect to f .x/ dx, which satisfies a Gaussian bound, i.e. for some constants
C1 > 0, C2 > 0, one has
k t .x; y/ 

2
C1  jxyj
e C2 t ;
t

x; y 2 0 :
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Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from the second one by a standard use
of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem.
zK the unique selfadIn order to prove the second assertion, let us denote by H
Q
joint operator associated to hK . Observe that according to [32], Theorem 1.1, the
z
semigroup e t HK has an integral kernel, satisfying a Gaussian upper bound. As
z
e tHK is dominated by e t HK (using either [33] or the probabilistic representation),
zK carries over to HK . In order to prove the regularity assertion
this bound for H
concerning the transition kernel, observe that the Dirichlet form hQK corresponds to a
uniformly elliptic operator (in the sense of [41], Section 4) on the subset 0 of the
Riemannian manifold R2 with Euclidean metric. Thus, according to the remark below
Theorem 6.3 in [41] (compare also [43]), it therefore follows that the the transition
kernel is locally Hölder continuous.
In this work we are mainly interested in the large time behaviour of the stochastic
process .Xt /0 >t0 , which is well-known to be connected to spectral properties of
its generator HK . The spectral mapping theorem yields
ke tHK kL2 .0 /!L2 .0 / D e K t
f

(3.6)

f

for each time t  0, where K denotes the lowest point in the spectrum of HK , i.e.,
def
K D inf .HK /. Hence, it is important to understand the low-energy properties
of HK in order to study the large time behaviour of the solutions of (1.2).
>From equation (3.6) and Proposition 3.1 we deduce the following result showing
that the exponential rate of decay of Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t / is given by the lowest
point in the spectrum.
Proposition 3.2. Assume (2.10). For any open subset B  0 and every x 2 0 ,
1
log Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t / D
t!1 t

 lim

K:

Proof. We omit the proof which can be modelled by following the arguments from [39]
and [38] used there in the context of Schrödinger operators. A strongly related assertion with a related proof can be found in Theorem 10.14 in [14].
A better understanding of low-energy properties of HK leads to much more precise
estimates.

4. Flat manifolds
We say that (a submanifold of) A is flat if its Gauss curvature K is identically equal
to zero (on the submanifold). The Brownian motion in a flat ambient space is easy
to understand because  coincides with the straight Euclidean strip 0 , i.e. G is
identity, for which the heat equation (1.2) can be solved by separation of variables.
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4.1. Separation of variables. By the “separation of variables” mentioned above we
0
mean precisely that the Dirichlet Laplacian H0 D D
on L2 .0 / can be identified
with the decomposed operator
.a;a/
/
.R / ˝ 1 C 1 ˝ .D

in L2 .R/ ˝ L2 ..a; a//:

(4.1)

U
the Dirichlet Laplacian on L2 .U / for any open Euclidean
Here we denote by D
set U , suppress the subscript D if the boundary of U is empty, and 1 stands for
the identity operators in the appropriate spaces. In a probabilistic language, (4.1) is
essentially a reformulation of the fact that the horizontal and the vertical component
of .Xt / t0 are independent.
.a;a/
are respectively
The eigenvalues and (normalized) eigenfunctions of D
given by (n D 1; 2; : : : )
r
 n 2
p
1
def
def
; Jn .x2 / D
(4.2)
En D
sinŒ En .x2 C a/;
2a
a

while the spectral resolution of R is obtained by the Fourier transform. Then it is
easy to see that the heat semigroup e tH0 is an integral operator with kernel
0

s0 .x; x ; t / D
def

1
X

e En t Jn .x2 / p.x1 ; x10 ; t / Jn .x20 /;

(4.3)

nD1

where

0 2

p.x1 ; x10 ; t /

e .x1 x1 / =.4t/
D
p
4 t
def

is the well known heat kernel of R .
4.2. The decay rate. Concerning the large time behaviour of e tH0 , it follows from
the decomposition (4.1) that
.H0 / D

D ŒE1 ; 1/;

(4.4)

ke tH0 kL2 .0 /!L2 .0 / D e E1 t

(4.5)

ess .H0 /

and therefore, as a consequence of (3.6),

for each time t  0. Consequently, any solution of (1.2) satisfies the global decay
estimate ku.t /k  e E1 t ku0 k for every t  0.
However, it is possible to obtain an extra polynomial decay for solutions with
initial data decaying sufficiently fast at the infinity of the strip 0 . To see it, let us
consider the weight function
2
def
w.x/ D e x1 =4
(4.6)
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and restrict the class of initial data to those u0 which belong to the weighted space
L2w .0 / defined in the same way as (3.2). Then we have the improved decay estimate
ku.t /k  C t 1=4 e E1 t ku0 kw for every t  1. This is a consequence of the
following result.
Proposition 4.1. There exists a positive constant C such that for every t  1,
C 1 t 1=4 e E1 t  ke tH0 kL2w .0 /!L2 .0 /  C t 1=4 e E1 t :
Moreover, for every bounded open set B  0 and x 2 0 there is a constant CB;x
such that for t  1,
1 1=2 E1 t
CB;x
t
e
 Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t /  CB;x t 1=2 e E1 t :

Proof. The second assertion is a rather immediate consequence of (4.3). In order to
see this, observe that
Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t /
D

1
X

e

En t

Z

Jn .x2 /

nD1

Z

D e E1 t J1 .x2 /

B

B

p.x1 ; x10 ; t / Jn .x20 / dx

(4.7)

p.x1 ; x10 ; t / J1 .x20 / d.x10 ; x20 / C RB .t; x1 ; x2 /;

where RB .t; x1 ; x2 / satisfies jRB .t; x1 ; x2 /j  e.x1 ; x2 /e E2 t (t  1) for some
locally bounded function e W 0 ! RC . Thus there exists t0 D t0 .x1 ; x2 ; B/  1
such that for every t  t0 one has
Z
1
p.x1 ; x10 ; t / J1 .x20 / dx 0 :
jRB .t; x1 ; x2 /j  e E1 t J1 .x2 /
2
B
Therefore from (4.7) we conclude that for t  t0
Z
1 E1 t
e
J1 .x2 / p.x1 ; x10 ; t / J1 .x20 / dx 0
2
B
 Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t /
Z
3
p.x1 ; x10 ; t / J1 .x20 / dx 0 ;
 e E1 t J1 .x2 /
2
B
which, using the explicit form of p, gives the assertion for t  t0 . Adjusting the
constants CB;x allows to extend this to t  1.
Let us now consider the first assertion. Using the Schwarz inequality, we get
Z
tH0
2
2
ke
u0 k  ku0 kw
s0 .x; x 0 ; t /2 w.x 0 /1 dx dx 0
0 0

D

ku0 k2w

e

2E1 t

1
X
nD1

e

2.En E1 /t

Z

0 2 =4

RR

p.x1 ; x10 ; t /2 e x1

dx1 dx10
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for every u0 2 L2w .0 / and t  0. Here the sum can be estimated by a constant
independent of t  1 and the integral (computable explicitly) is proportional to t 1=2 .
This establishes the upper bound of the proposition.
To get the lower bound, we may restrict to the class of initial data of the form
u0 .x/ D '.x1 / J1 .x2 / with ' 2 L2w .R/ (here w is considered as a function on R).
Then it is easy to see from (4.3) that
R

ke tH0 kL2w .0 /!L2 .0 /  e E1 t ke t kL2w .R/!L2 .R/
for every t  0. The lower bound with t 1=4 is well known for the heat semigroup
of R (or can be easily established by taking ' D w ˛ with any ˛ > 1=2 and
evaluating the integrals with the kernel p explicitly).
Remark 4.1. It is clear from the proof that the bounds hold in less restrictive weighted
spaces. Indeed, it is enough to have a corresponding result for the one-dimensional
R
heat semigroup e t .
For the following Corollary we recall the definition of the elementary conditional
def
probability. If the measurable subset B satisfies Px .B/ > 0, then Px .A j B/ D
Px .A \ B/=Px .B/. The concept of conditional probabilities allows to focus on the
polynomial decay factors, as the exponential terms cancel each other.
Corollary 4.1. Let K D 0. For every bounded open subset B 2 0 and every
x 2 0 there exists a constant cB;x > 0 such that
1

1

1  2
t
 Px .X t 2 B j 0 > t /  cB;x t  2
cB;x

for every t  1.
Proof. The inequalities follow from Proposition 4.1 and the fact that for every x D
.x1 ; x2 / 2 0 by independence of the horizontal and vertical components of .Xt /
(in the flat case)
Z
E1 t
J1 .x2 / dx2 :
lim e Px . > t / D J1 .x2 /
t!1

.a;a/

>From the definition of the conditional probability, we see that the exponential cancel
and we remain with the polynomial decay as stated in the assertion.
As a consequence of this result, we get that conditioned on not hitting the boundary
0 the Brownian particle will escape to infinity.
Proposition 4.1 establishes the decay rate for zero curvature as announced in
Table 1.
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4.3. The criticality of the transport. Let us now explain what we mean by the
vague statement in Table 1 that the transport is “critical” on flat surfaces.
We say that the transport is critical if the spectral threshold of HK is not “stable
against local attractive perturbations,” i.e.,
inf .HK C V / <

V 2 C01 .0 /; V 6D 0; V  0:

K;

(4.8)

Then we also say that HK is critical. As a consequence of the spectral mapping
theorem, we get
ke t.HK CV / kL2 .0 /!L2 .0 / D e  t e K t
f

f

for each time t  0, where D K inf .HK CV / is positive. That is, the criticality
leads to an exponential slow-down in the decay of the perturbed semigroup.
Property (4.8) is well known for H0 and is equivalent to the fact that the first
component of .Xt / t0 – a one-dimensional Brownian motion – is recurrent. For
some results concerning this connection in a more abstract context we refer to [30].
def

Proposition 4.2. H0 is critical.
Proof. By the variational characterization of the spectral threshold, it is enough to
construct a test function from H01 .0 / such that
QŒ  D kr k2  E1 k k2  kjV j1=2 k2 < 0:
def

For every n  1, we define
n .x/

D 'n .x1 / J1 .x2 /;
def

1

with 'n D w  n , where w is the weight (4.6) (considered as a function on R). Due
to the normalization of J1 , we have
def

QŒ

n

D k'Pn k2L2 .R/  kv 'n k2L2 .R/ ;

where
v.x1 / D kjV .x1 ; /j1=2 J1 k2L2 ..a;a// :
def

By hypothesis, v 2 L1 .R/ and the integral kvkL1.R/ is positive. Finally, an explicit
calculation yields k'P n kL2 .R/  n1=4 . By the dominated convergence theorem, we
therefore have
QŒ n  ! kvkL1 .R/ :
n!1

Consequently, taking n sufficiently large, we can make QŒ

n

negative.

In Section 6 we shall show that the spectrum of H0 is unstable against purely
geometric deformations characterized by positive curvature, too.
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5. Asymptotically flat manifolds
We say that the strip  is asymptotically flat if its Gauss curvature K vanishes at
infinity, i.e.,
lim ess sup jK.x/j D 0:
(5.1)
jx1 j!1 x2 2.a;a/

In this paper, we are interested in a “locally perturbed traveller” by usually assuming
a stronger hypothesis that K is compactly supported, i.e.,
supp.K/ \ 0 is bounded:

(5.2)

It follows from (5.2) that there exists a positive R such that K.x/ D 0 for all jx1 j > R.
Then, as a consequence of (2.6),
jx1 j > R H) f .x/ D 1:

(5.3)

Of course, (5.1) trivially holds for the strips satisfying (5.2). Nevertheless, let us state
the following result under the more general hypothesis (5.1).
Theorem 5.1. Assume (2.10) and (5.1). Then
ess .HK /

D ŒE1 ; 1/:

Proof. The fact that the threshold of the essential spectrum does not descend below
the energy E1 has been proved in [24], Theorem 1, by means of a Neumann bracketing
argument. Let us therefore only show that ŒE1 ; 1/ belongs to the essential spectrum
of HK .
Our proof is based on the Weyl criterion adapted to quadratic forms in [4] and
applied to quantum waveguides in [27]. By this general characterization of essential
spectrum and since the set ŒE1 ; 1/ has no isolated points, it is enough to find for
every 2 ŒE1 ; 1/ a sequence f n g1
D.hK / such that
nD1
(i) k

n kf

D 1 for all n 2 N n f0g and

(ii) k.HK  /

n kŒD.hK /



! 0.
n!1

Here k  kŒD.hK / denotes the norm in the dual space ŒD.hK / of D.hK / Let
n 2 N n f0g. Given k 2 R, we set D E1 C k 2 .
Since  is asymptotically flat, a good candidate for the sequence are plane waves
in the x1 -direction modulated by the ground-state eigenfunction J1 in the x2 -direction
and “localized at infinity”:


n .x/

D 'n .x1 / J1 .x2 / e i kx1 :
def

Here 'n WD .x1 /1=2 '.x1 =n n/ with ' being a non-zero C 1 -smooth function with
compact support in the interval .1; 1/. Note that supp 'n  .n2  n; n2 C n/. We
further assume that ' is normalized to 1 in L2 .R/, so that the norm of 'n is 1 as well.
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Clearly, n 2 H01 .0 / D D.hK /. To satisfy (i), one can redefine
it by its norm k n kf . However, since
2
n kf

k

1

n

by dividing

kKk1 a2
>0
1  kKk1 a2

due to Lemma 2.1 and the normalizations of ' and J1 , it is enough to verify the
condition (ii) directly for our unnormalized functions n .
By the definition of the dual norm, we have
k.HK  /

n kŒD.hK /



D

jhK .';

sup

n/

 .';

n /f j

k'kD.hK /

'2H01 .0 /nf0g

:

(5.4)

An explicit computation using integrations parts yields
hK .';

n/

 .';

n /f

D .'; Œ'R n  2i k 'P n  J1 e i kx1 / C .@1 '; Œf 1  1@1
 k .'; Œf  1
2

n/

 .'; Œ@2 f @2

n/

n /:

Using the Schwarz inequality, we estimate the individual terms on the right hand side
of the identity as follows
q
1=2
2
2 P k2
j.'; Œ'R n  2i k 'P n  J1 e i kx1 /j  k'kD.hK / k'Rn kL
k1 ;
n L2 .R/ kf
2 .R/ C 4k k'
j.@1 '; Œf 1  1@1 /j  k'kD.hK / k'P n kL2 .R/ ess sup.f 1=2 jf 1  1j/;
supp 'n

j.'; Œf  1

n /j

 k'kD.hK / k'n kL2 .R/ ess sup.f 1=2 jf  1j/;

j.'; Œ@2 f @2

n /j

 k'kD.hK / k'n kL2 .R/ E1 ess sup.f 1=2 j@2 f j/:

supp 'n

supp 'n

Hence, the dual norm (5.4) can be bounded from above by a constant multiplied
by a sum of terms containing either k'Pn kL2 .R/ , k'Rn kL2 .R/ or the suprema involving f
over the support of 'n . By hypothesis (5.1), the suprema tend to zero as n ! 1 due
to Lemma 2.1 and (2.8). The remaining terms tend to zero as n ! 1 because
k'Pn kL2 .R/ D n1 k'k
P L2 .R/ ;

and k'Rn kL2 .R/ D n2 k'k
R L2 .R/ :

Theorem (5.1) implies that we always have
Therefore, as a consequence of (3.6),

K

 E1 for asymptotically flat strips.

ke tHK kL2 .0 /!L2 .0 /  e E1 t
f

for each time t  0.

f
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6. Positively curved manifolds
We say that a manifold is positively curved if K is non-zero and non-negative (in the
sense of a measurable function on the manifold). In this section we give a meaning
to the vague statement of Table 1 that the “positive curvature is bad for transport.”
It is based on the following result, which we adopt from [24].
Theorem 6.1. Assume (2.10) and K 2 L1 .0 /. We have
.J1 ; KJ1 /f > 0 H) inf .HK / < E1 :
Remark 6.1. Recall that J1 is the first transverse eigenfunction introduced in (4.2).
Here, not to burden the notation, we denote by the same symbol J1 the function
x 7! J1 .x2 / on 0 .
Proof. The proof of the theorem is very similar to that of Proposition 4.2. By the
variational characterization of the spectral threshold of HK , it is enough to construct
a test function from H01 .0 / such that
QK Œ  D hK Œ   E1 k kf2 < 0:
def

n .x/

Using the same sequence of functions
Proposition 4.2, we arrive at
QK Œ

n

D .@1

n; f

1

@1

D 'n .x1 /J1 .x2 / as in the proof of

n/



1
.
2

n; K

n /f :

(6.1)

Here the first (positive) integral on the right hand side vanishes as n ! 1 because
.@1

n; f

1

@1

n/



1  kKk1 a2
k'Pn k2L2 .R/ ;
1  2 kKk1 a2

due to Lemma 2.1 and the normalization of J1 , and k'Pn kL2 .R/  n1=4 . Using, at
the same time, the dominated convergence theorem in the second integral on the right
hand side of (6.1), we finally get
QK Œ

n

1
!  .J1 ; KJ1 /f :
n!1
2

Since the limit is negative by hypothesis, we can make QŒ
sufficiently large.

n

negative by taking n

Remark 6.2. The integrability of K is just a technical assumption in Theorem 6.1. It
is only important to give a meaning to the integral .J1 ; KJ1 /f , the value C1 being
admissible in principle. For instance, it is enough to assume that K is non-trivial and
non-negative on 0 for the present proof to work.
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Combining Theorem 6.1 with Theorem 5.1, we get that HK possesses at least
one discrete eigenvalue below the essential spectrum under the hypotheses. In view
of the criticality notion introduced in Section 4.3, the result of Theorem 6.1 can be
also interpreted in the sense that H0 is not stable against geometric perturbations
characterized by the presence of positive curvature.
In any case, regardless of whether the spectral threshold of HK represents an
eigenvalue or the bottom of the essential spectrum, Theorem 6.1 implies that the gap
def
D E1  K is always positive for positively curved strips. If K vanishes at infinity,
then the bottom of the spectrum has to be an isolated eigenvalue. Therefore, as a
consequence of (3.6) and [37], we conclude with the following result.
Corollary 6.1. Assume (2.10), K 2 L1 .0 / and .J1 ; KJ1 /f > 0. Then
ke tHK kL2 .0 /!L2 .0 / D e  t e E1 t
f

f

for each time t  0, where is positive. Moreover, if additionally (5.1) is satisfied
then there exists a unique non-negative normalized '0 2 Lf2 .0 / such that for every
bounded measurable set B  0 and every x 2 0
Z
lim e .E1 /t Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t / D '0 .x/ '0 .y/f .y/ dy:
t!1

B

That is, the presence of positive curvature clearly slows down the decay of the
heat semigroup, even without the need to work with the weighted space L2wf .0 /.
A Brownian traveller should avoid “mountains” satisfying .J1 ; KJ1 /f > 0, if he/she
wants to make sure that he/she is able to reach is goal early and wants to avoid
spending too much time in a given bounded region.
The following Corollary (again a rather direct consequence of Theorems 6.1
and 5.1) shows that in contrast to the flat case the Brownian traveller – conditioned
on not-hitting the boundary @0 – might not have been able to have left a bounded
region forever.
Corollary 6.2. Assume that (5.1) and the conditions of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied.
Then for almost every x 2 0 we have
lim Px .X t 2  j 0 > t / D Z

'0 .y/f .y/ dy

t!1

0

;

'0 .y/f .y/ dy

where the convergence is with respect to the total variation distance.
Proof. By definition of the total variation distance we have to prove that
Z
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
'
.y/f
.y/
dy
0
ˇ
ˇ
B
ˇ D 0:
ˇ
Z
lim sup ˇPx .X t 2 B j 0 > t / 
ˇ
t!1 B
ˇ
0ˇ
'
.y/f
.y/
dy
0
ˇ
ˇ
0
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Observe that we do not assume that the sets B are bounded and that the assertions of
Corollary 6.1 do not suffice to prove the desired assertion.
According to general spectral theory we know, that the eigenfunction '0 2
Lf2 .0 / does not change sign and that the eigenspace is one-dimensional. In the
first step we show that '0 actually also belongs to Lf1 .0 /, with the notation
Lfp .0 / D Lp .0 ; f .x/ dx/:
def

This will allow us to interpret the ground state as a probability distribution. Of course,
many results concerning the decay properties are known, but we have not been able
to find a reference covering our setting. Observe first that due to the probabilistic
interpretation the semigroup .e tHK / t0 in Lf2 .0 / gives rise to a consistent strongly
continuous semigroups .T tp / t0 in Lfp .0 / for 1  p < 1. Moreover, due to the
Gaussian bound from Proposition 3.1, these semigroups are analytic with angle =2.
Let the generators be denoted by HKp . Due to the consistence of the semigroups, by
taking Laplace transforms of the semigroups, we conclude that the resolvents
F p .z/ D .HKp  z/1
def

.z 2 .HKp / D C n .HKp //
def

are as well consistent in the sense that for every z 2 .HKp / \ .HKq /
F p .z/  Lfp .0 / \ Lfq .0 / D F q .z/  Lfp .0 / \ Lfq .0 /:
Since according to Theorem 5 in [3] we have .HKp / D .HK2 /.D .HK // for
every 1  p < 1 and since K is an isolated eigenvalue for HK2 , we conclude by
Corollary 1.4 in [17] that K is an isolated point of .HK1 / and that the eigenvector
'0 of HK2 is also an eigenvector of HK1 , i.e., in particular, '0 2 Lf1 .0 /.
Observe now that .Xt /0 t0 is K -recurrent in the sense of [44] and we also
conclude that the measure .dx/ D '0 .y/f .y/ dy is finite and due to reversibility
with respect to the measure f .x/ dx satisfies
P .X t 2 A; 0 > t / D e

K t

Z
A

'0 .x/f .x/ dx

for every measurable set A  0 . As ' 2 Lf2 .0 / we conclude that .Xt / is K -positive recurrent in the sense of [44] (product-critical in the sense of [36]). Applying
Theorem 7 in [44], we are thus able to conclude the assertion of the Corollary. More
precisely, formula (5.9) in [44] shows that for almost all x 2 0
ˇ
ˇ
Z
ˇ  t
ˇ
K
ˇ
lim sup ˇe
Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t /  '0 .x/ '0 .y/f .y/ dy ˇˇ D 0:

t!1 B

0

B

(6.2)
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Therefore we have for almost all x 2 0
Z
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
'
.z/f
.z/
dz
0
ˇ
ˇ
B
ˇ
ˇ
sup ˇPx .X t 2 B j 0 > t /  Z
ˇ
B0 ˇ
'0 .y/f .y/ dy ˇˇ
ˇ
0
ˇ
ˇ
Z
ˇ
ˇ
 .e K t Px .0 > t //1 sup ˇˇe K t Px .X t 2 B/  '0 .x/ '0 .y/f .y/ dy ˇˇ
B0

B

B0

B

Z
Z
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ '0 .x/ '0 .y/f .y/ dy
'0 .y/f .y/ dy ˇˇ
ˇ
B
ˇ
C sup ˇˇ
 ZB
ˇ
K t P .
e
>
t
/
x 0
B0 ˇ
ˇ
'
.y/f
.y/
dy
0
ˇ
ˇ
0
ˇ
ˇ
Z
ˇ
ˇ  t
K t
1
K
ˇ
D .e
Px .0 > t //
sup ˇe
Px .X t 2 B/  '0 .x/ '0 .y/f .y/ dy ˇˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

Z
ˇ
'0 .x/
'0 .z/ dz ˇˇ  t
Z
C sup
B0 B
ˇ e K Px .0 > t /
ˇ

0

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
1
ˇ:
ˇ
'0 .y/f .y/ dy ˇˇ

Two applications of (6.2) complete the proof.

7. Negatively curved manifolds
In analogy with positively curved manifolds, we say that a manifold is negatively
curved if K is non-zero and non-positive. In this section, on the contrary, we show
that the presence of negative curvature improves the decay of the heat semigroup,
supporting in this way the vague statement of Table 1 that the “negative curvature
is good for transport.” First, however, we have to explain why the negative sign of
curvature is much more delicate for the study of large time properties of (1.2).
Recall that the positivity of the curvature K pushes the spectrum below E1 (cf Theorem 6.1). The objective of this subsection is to show that the effect of negative
curvature is rather opposite: it “has the tendency” to push the spectrum above E1 .
This effect is more subtle because ŒE1 ; 1/ belongs to the spectrum of HK , irrespectively of the sign of the curvature, as long as the curvature vanishes at infinity
(cf Theorem 5.1).
The way how to understand this “repulsive tendency” is to replace the Poincaré-type inequality requirement HK  E1  const > 0 (which is false for the
asymptotically flat manifolds) by a weaker, Hardy-type inequality:
HK  E1 

> 0:

(7.1)
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Here W 0 ! .0; 1/ is assumed to be merely a positive function (necessarily
vanishing at the infinity of 0 for the asymptotically flat manifolds).
By Theorem 6.1, (7.1) is false for positively curved manifolds. It is also violated
for flat manifolds because of the criticality result of Proposition 4.2. In this subsection,
we show that (7.1) typically holds for negatively curved manifolds.
7.1. Hardy-type inequality and the large time behaviour. For completeness we
first sketch an abstract elementary argument from [22], relating the Hardy inequality
to low energy properties of the Hamiltonian and the large time behaviour of the
semigroup. If the semigroup is associated to a stochastic process, then the validity
of a Hardy-type inequality is related to the concept of R-transience of the stochastic
process.
Assume that there exists a positive function , with a locally bounded inverse 1 ,
such that the inequality (7.1) holds true for the selfadjoint non-negative operator
def
LK D HK  E1 . Then according to Theorem 8.31 in [47] we conclude that for all
< 0 and every h 2 Lf2 .0 / we have
.h; .LK  /1 h/f  .h; .M  /1 h/f ;

(7.2)

where M denotes the maximal multiplication operator acting via multiplication with
the function . If h satisfies .h; 1 h/f < 1, then (7.2) implies
Z
.  /1 d kE LK hkf2  .h; 1 h/f < 1;
< 0;
(7.3)
.E1 ;1/

where .E LK / denotes the spectral resolution of LK . Using monotone convergence,
we get for all h with .h; 1 h/f < 1 (in particular for all continuous h with compact
support in 0 )
Z
1

0

.h; e t.HK E1 / h/f dt < 1:

(7.4)

Observe that (7.4) – which in the probabilistic literature such as [44], [45], and [46]
might be called E1 -transience – does not hold in the case of positively curved and
flat manifolds.
Property (7.3) is related to the low energy behaviour of the spectral measure
E LK ./ in the sense that it implies that for all r 2 .0; 1 and 1  < 0
Z r
Z r
r
LK
2
LK
2
kE ..0; r//hkf D
d kE hkf 
(7.5)
d kE LK hkf2 :
0
0  
 1 for  2 .0; r/ and negative . Sending to 0 and
where we used that r 

using (7.3), we conclude that there is C > 0 such that for h with .h; 1h/f  1 and
r 2 .0; 1/
kE LK ..0; r//hkf2  C r:
This insight can easily be translated into an assertion concerning the large time behaviour.
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Proposition 7.1. Assume that HK  E1 satisfies the Hardy-type inequality (7.1) with
a positive function satisfying 1 2 L1
loc .0 /. Then
sup
.h;

1 h/
f

<1

1
.1=2 C 2e 2 /:
t

ke t.HK E1 / hkf2 

Proof. For the proof we again set LK D HK  E1 and denote by h the spectral
measure corresponding to LK and h. Via the spectral theorem, integration by parts
and (7.5), we obtain
Z 1
tLK
2
hkf D
e 2 t dh ./
ke
def

0

Z

1

D 2t

e
Z

0
1

 2t

e
Z

2 t

2 t

0
1

 2t

e

Z
h ./ d C 2t
Z
 dh C 2t

2 t

Z
 d C t

0

1

1
1

1
1

e 2 t h ./ d

e 2 t h ./ d

e 2t d

1

.1/
C 2t e 2t
2t
1
D .1=2 C 2t 2 e 2t /:
t


Observing that max t>0 .2t 2 e 2t / D 2e 2 yields the desired assertion.
Observe again that, under weak conditions on the Hardy weight , Proposition 7.1
already gives an accelerated decay rate when compared with the one in the flat case
given in Proposition 4.1.
7.2. The Hardy inequality for negatively curved manifolds. In this subsection,
we show that (7.1) typically holds for negatively curved manifolds.
One way how to establish (7.1) is to generalize the method of [25]. It works as
follows.
(1) Transverse ground-state estimate. Recalling the structure of our operator (3.1),
we clearly have
HK  E1  f 1 @1 f 1 @1 C K
(7.6)
in the form sense on Lf2 .0 /, where x 7! K .x1 / denotes the lowest eigenvalue of the one-dimensional shifted “transverse” operator f 1 @2 f @2  E1
on the Hilbert space L2 ..a; a/; f .x1; x2 / dx2 /, subject to Dirichlet boundary
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conditions, with x1 being considered as a parameter in the one-dimensional
eigenvalue problem. More specifically, we have
Z a
j'.x
P 2 /j2 f .x1 ; x2 / dx2
a
Z a
K .x1 / D
inf
 E1 :
(7.7)
'2H01 ..a;a//nf0g
2
j'.x2 /j f .x1 ; x2 / dx2
a

With an abuse of notation, we denote by the same symbol K both the function
on R and its natural extension x 7! K .x1 / to 0 .
(2) Longitudinal Hardy-type estimate. Now we regard the right hand side of (7.6) as
a one-dimensional Schrödinger-type operator on the Hilbert space L2 ..a; a/;
f .x1 ; x2 / dx1 /, with x2 being considered as a parameter and K playing the
role of potential. We assume that each of the x2 -dependent family of operators
satisfies a Hardy-type inequality, so that
 f 1 @1 f 1 @1 C K 

K

>0

(7.8)

in the form sense on Lf2 .0 /, with some positive function K W 0 ! .0; 1/.
Then (7.1) holds as a consequence of (7.8) and (7.6).
In this way, we have reduced the problem to ensuring the existence of onedimensional Hardy-type inequalities (7.8). However, the criticality of one-dimensional Schrödinger operators is well studied, at least if f D 1. We present two
sufficient conditions which guarantee the validity of (7.8) and confirm thus that (7.1)
typically holds for negatively curved manifolds.
7.2.1. Positivity of the ground-state estimates. The kinetic part of the Schrödingertype operator on the left hand side of (7.8) is a non-negative operator. Therefore we
get a trivial estimate
 f 1 @1 f 1 @1 C K  K
(7.9)
in the form sense on Lf2 .0 /. As a consequence of (7.6), HK  E1  K .
This represents a local Hardy-type inequality provided that K is non-zero and
non-negative. By “local” we mean that the function K is compactly supported for
manifolds with compactly supported curvature K, which is a typical hypothesis of the
present paper. Hence it does not fit to the initial definition (7.1), which can be called
global Hardy-type inequality. However, it is known that local Hardy-type inequalities
imply global ones.
Theorem 7.1 (Hardy inequality for non-negative K ). Assume (2.10). If K is nonzero and non-negative in some bounded open subinterval J  R, then there exists a
positive constant cK , depending on a and properties of K, such that
 f 1 @1 f 1 @1 C K 

cK
1 C ı2

(7.10)
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in the form sense on Lf2 .0 /. Here ı.x/ D jx1  x10 j, with x10 being the mid-point
of J . As a consequence of (7.6), the Hardy-type inequality (7.1) holds.
def

Proof. The proof follows by a modification of the proof of [25], Theorem 3.1. For
the clarity of the exposition, we divide it into several steps.
1. A consequence of the classical Hardy inequality. The main ingredient in the proof
is the following Hardy-type inequality for a Schrödinger operator in the strip 0 with
a characteristic-function potential:
k.1 C ı 2 /1=2 k2  16 k@1 k2 C .2 C 64=jJ j2 / kJ k2

(7.11)

for every
2 H 1 .0 /. Here J is any bounded open subinterval of R and J
denotes the characteristic function of the set J  .a; a/  0 . This inequality can
be established quite easily (cf [6], Section 3.3) by means of Fubini’s theorem and the
Rb
Rb
2
classical one-dimensional Hardy inequality 0 s 2 j'.s/j2 ds  4 0 j'.s/j
P
ds valid
1
for any ' 2 H ..0; b//, b > 0, satisfying '.0/ D 0.
Using Lemma 2.1, (7.11) can be cast into the form
1=2
kf 1 @1 kf2 C kK
kf2  c k.1 C ı 2 /1=2 kf2  C kJ kf2 ;

(7.12)

where the constants are given by
cD
def

and
C D
def

1  kKk1 a2
16
1

8

C

 kKk a2 2 i1
4 h
1
1

:
jJ j2
1  kKk1 a2

2. A Poincaré-type inequality in a bounded strip.

For every

2 H 1 .0 /, we have

1=2
1=2
kf 1 @1 kf2 C kK
kf2  kJ f 1 @1 kf2 C kJ K
kf2



J

kJ kf2 ;

(7.13)

where J denoted the lowest eigenvalue of the operator f 1 @1 f 1 @1 C K on
Lf2 .J  .a; a//, subject to Neumann-type (i.e. no in the form setting) boundary
conditions at .@J /  .a; a/. We claim that J can be bounded from below by a
positive constant which depends exclusively on properties of K . Indeed, assume
J D 0. By the variational characterization of J , it follows that
kJ f 1 @1

2
J kf

D0

1=2
and kJ K

2
J kf

D 0;

where J 2 H 1 .J  .a; a// is an eigenfunction corresponding to J . Recalling
Lemma 2.1, we conclude that kK kL1 .J / D 0, which contradicts the hypothesis
that K is non-trivial on J .
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3. Some interpolation.

Combining (7.12) with (7.13), we eventually arrive at

1=2
kf 1 @1 kf2 C kK
kf2  c " k.1 C ı 2 /1=2 kf2 C Œ.1  "/

J

 C " kJ kf2

for every 2 H 1 .0 / and any " 2 .0; 1/. Choosing " in such a way that the term
with the square brackets vanishes, we get the Hardy-type inequality of the theorem
def
with cK D c J =. J C C /.
7.2.2. On the positivity of the ground-state eigenvalue. Since the fundamental
hypothesis of Theorem 7.1 is the non-negativity of K , let us comment on its relation
to the non-positivity of K.
We claim that the function K is typically positive for negatively curvedpmanifolds.
def
Indeed, for any fix x1 2 R, let us make the change of test function ' D f .x1 ; / '
in (7.7). Integrating by parts and using (2.6), one easily arrives at
Z a
.j'.x
P 2 /j2  E1 j'.x2 /j2 C V .x/ j'.x2 /j2 /dx2
a
Z a
K .x1 / D
inf
'2H01 ..a;a//nf0g
j'.x2 /j2 dx2
a

with

1  @2 f 2
1
def
V D KC
:
2
4 f

(7.14)
(7.15)

By the Poincaré inequality for the Dirichlet Laplacian in L2 ..a; a//, we therefore
get
K .x1 /  ess inf V .x1 ; x2 /:
(7.16)
x2 2.a;a/

Let us assume for a moment that K is continuous. Then, for every x1 2 R fixed,
it follows from (2.6) that
1
lim V .x/ D  K.x1 ; 0/:
a!0
2
Hence, if K.x1 ; x2 / is negative for every x2 2 .a; a/ and x1 from a compact
interval J , there exists a positive half-width a such that K .x1 / is positive for every
x1 2 J . For merely bounded curvature K, we replace the pointwise non-positivity
requirement on the curve  by the hypothesis that the function
k.x1 / D lim ess inf K.x1 ; x2 /
def

a!0 x2 2.a;a/

(7.17)

is non-zero and non-positive.
It is less obvious how to get uniform lower bounds, i.e. to ensure that, for a given a,
K .x1 / is non-negative for almost every x1 2 R. An example of manifolds for which
the uniform non-negativity is possible to check is given by strips on ruled surfaces
studied in [25].
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Example 7.1 (Ruled strips). Let  be a straight line in R3 ; without loss of generality,
we may assume that .x1 / D .x1 ; 0; 0/. Given a C 1 -smooth function  W R ! R,
def
let us define L.x/ D .x1 ; x2 cos .x1 /; x2 sin .x1 //. The image (2.3) is a ruled
surface, composed of segments of length 2a translated and rotated along . It is
straightforward to check that the corresponding metric G admits the block form (2.5)
with the explicit formulae
f .x/ D

q

P 1 /2 x 2
1 C .x
2

and K.x/ D 

P 1 /2
.x
:
f .x/4

The ad hoc defined mapping L represents an explicit parametrization of  via the
exponential map (2.2). The hypothesis (2.10) is satisfied for every a provided that
P 1 / tends to zero
we assume that P is bounded. The strip  is asymptotically flat if .x
as jx1 j ! 1. Finally, an explicit calculation yields
V .x/ D

P 1 /2 x 2 
P 1 /2 Œ2  .x
.x
2
:
4 f .x/4

(7.18)

It follows that V is non-zero and non-negative
provided that P is non-zero and the halfp
P 1 a < 2. Consequently, under the same assumptions
width a is so small that kk
P the quantity K is non-zero and non-negative, too. We refer to [25]
about a and ,
for more geometric and spectral properties of the ruled strips.
7.2.3. Thin strips. The second sufficient condition which guarantees the validity
of (7.8) is based on the ideas of the previous subsection.
Theorem 7.2 (Hardy inequality for thin strips). Assume (2.10) and (5.2). Let the
function k defined in (7.17) be non-zero and non-positive. Then there exists a positive
number a0 , depending on properties of K, such that
 f 1 @1 f 1 @1 C K 

cQK
1 C x12

(7.19)

holds in the form sense on Lf2 .0 / for all a  a0 with some constant cQK depending
on properties of K. As a consequence of (7.6), the Hardy-type inequality (7.1) holds
for all a  a0 .
Proof. In view of (7.16), Lemma 2.1, (2.8) and (5.3), it is easy to show that
1
K .x1 /   k  C.kKk1 a2 / ŒR;R .x1 /;
2
for almost every x1 2 R, where
C. / D
def

1
4

2



1C

2 

2

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

:
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0
D  12 k as a ! 0. For every
Hence, K ! K
def

2 H 1 .0 /, we write

0
0
kf 1 @1 kf2 C . ; K /f D kf 1 @1 kf2 C . ; K
/f C . ; ŒK  K
 /f :

Applying Theorem 7.1 to the first two terms on the right hand side of this identity,
we get
kf 1 @1 kf2 C . ; K /f
Z h
i
cK
2
2


C.kKk
a
/

.x
/
1
1 j .x/j f .x/ dx:
ŒR;R
2
1
C
x
0
1
It is important to notice that cK can be bounded from below by a positive constant
independent of a (cf proof of Theorem 7.1). On the other hand, C.kKk1 a2 / tends
to zero as a ! 0. Then the result follows by estimating the characteristic function by
.1 C x12 /1 multiplied by a constant smaller than cK for all sufficiently small a.
Remark 7.1. The positive function on the right hand side of (7.1) can in principle
vanish on the boundary of @0 . The objective of this remark is to show that, if (7.1)
holds, with an arbitrary positive function , there is also an inequality of the type (7.8)
with the right hand side which is independent of the “transverse” variable x2 . This
can be seen as follows. Assume (7.8) and (5.2). For any 2 H01 .0 / and " 2 .0; 1/,
we write
hK Œ   E1 k kf2 D " .hK Œ   E1 k kf2 / C .1  "/.hK Œ   E1 k kf2 /
 " .k@2 kf2  E1 k kf2 / C .1  "/ k

1=2

kf2

D " .k@2 'k2  E1 k'k2 C .'; V '// C .1  "/ k
 " . ; ŒV C

"

1=2

'k2

/:

p
def
Here the last equality follows by the change of test function ' D f , as in
Section 7.2.2, and x 7! " .x1 / denotes the lowest eigenvalue of the one-dimensional
operator @22 E1 C.1"/"1 .x1 ; / on L2 ..a; a//, subject to Dirichlet boundary
conditions, with x1 considered as a parameter. More specifically, we have
" .x1 /

D
def

Z
inf

'2H01 ..a;a//nf0g

1"
.x1 ; x2 / j'.x2 /j2 /dx2
.j'.x
P 2 /j2  E1 j'.x2 /j2 C
"
a
Z a
:
2
j'.x2 /j dx2
a

a

Since K has bounded support, it is also true for V , cf (5.3). On the other hand,
since .x/ is positive for almost every x 2 0 , " .x1 / is positive for almost every
x1 2 R. Furthermore, " .x1 / tends to infinity as " ! 0 for almost every x1 2 R.
Consequently, for sufficiently small ", V C " can be bounded from below by a
positive function which depends on x1 only.
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Finally, let us emphasize that Theorem 7.2 covers a very general class of manifolds,
not necessarily negatively curved. It is only important that the manifold is “negatively
curved in the vicinity of the reference curve” , cf (7.17).
7.3. The fine decay rate. As in the flat case in Proposition 4.1, we again restrict the
class of initial data to the weighted spaces of L2wf .0 /  Lf2 .0 / and consider the
following (polynomial) decay rate quantity:
˚
def
K D sup  2 R j 9C > 0; 8t  0;
ke .HK E1 /t kL2

2
wf .0 /!Lf .0 /


 C .1 C t / :

(7.20)

Sections 7.1 and 7.2 already imply that the heat semigroup decays faster than
in the flat case provided that the Hardy-type inequality (7.1) holds. It follows from
Proposition 4.1 that we have 0 D 1=4 (i.e. for K D 0), whereas Proposition 7.1
gives K  1=2 if (7.1) is satisfied.
The abstract arguments leading to Proposition 7.1 do not give the precise additional
polynomial decay rate. The objective of the following subsections is to show that K
is in fact three times bigger whenever the curvature K is non-zero and non-positive.
In probabilistic terms we are interested in the precise decay exponent
K .x; B/

D sup
def

˚

2 R j 9Cz > 0; 8t  0;


Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t /  C .1 C t / :

(7.21)

where x 2 0 ; B  0 . Again we find that the non-zero and non-positive situation
differs from the straight manifold by a factor 3. This is the meaning of the last item
in Table 1.
In view of (7.20), it is more convenient to study the shifted heat equation
8
<@ t u C HK u  E1 u D 0 in 0  .0; 1/;
(7.22)
:u D u
on


¹0º;
0
0
in the functional setting on Lf2 .0 / as explained in Section 3.2. Indeed, (7.22) is
obtained from (1.2) by the replacement u.t / 7! e E1 t u.t /, with help of the Fermi
coordinates.
7.4. The self-similarity transformation. Our method to study the asymptotic behaviour of the heat equation (1.2) in the presence of curvature is to adapt the technique
of self-similar solutions used in the case of the heat equation in the whole Euclidean
space by Escobedo and Kavian [7] to the present problem. We closely follow the
approach of the recent papers [28] and [29], where the technique is applied to twisted
waveguides in three and two dimensions, respectively.
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We perform the self-similarity transformation in the first (longitudinal) space
variable only, while keeping the other (transverse) space variable unchanged. More
precisely, given s 2 .0; 1/, let us consider the change of function defined by
.Us /.y/ D e s=4 .e s=2 y1 ; y2 /:
def

It defines a unitary transformation from Lf2 .0 / to Lf2s .0 /, where
fs .y/ D f .e s=2 y1 ; y2 /:
def

(7.23)

Now we associate to every solution u 2 L2loc ..0; 1/; dt I Lf2 .0 // of (1.2) a
“self-similar” solution
def
u.s/
Q
D Us Œu.e s  1/
in a new s-time weighted space L2loc ..0; 1/; e s dsI Lf2s .0 //. We have
u.y
Q 1 ; y2 ; s/ D e s=4 u.e s=2 y1 ; y2 ; e s  1/

(7.24)

and the inverse change of variables is given by
Q C 1/1=2 x1 ; x2 ; log.t C 1//:
u.x1 ; x2 ; t / D .t C 1/1=4 u..t
Note that the original space-time variables .x; t / are related to the “self-similar”
space-time variables .y; s/ via the relations
.x1 ; x2 ; t / D .e s=2 y1 ; y2 ; e s  1/

(7.25a)

.y1 ; y2 ; s/ D ..t C 1/1=2 x; y2 ; log.t C 1//:

(7.25b)

and

Hereafter we consistently use the notation for respective variables to distinguish the
two space-times.
It is easy to check that this change of variables transfers the weak formulation
of (7.22) to the evolution problem
hv;
Q uQ 0 .s/ 

1
2

y1 @1 u.s/i
Q
Q s .v;
Q u.s//
Q
D 0;
fs C a

(7.26)

for each vQ 2 H01 .0 / and a.e. s 2 Œ0; 1/, with u.0/
Q
D uQ 0 D U0 u0 D u0 . Here
h; ifs stands for the pairing of H01 .0 ; Gs / and its dual ŒH01 .0 ; Gs / , where Gs
is the metric of the form (2.5) with f being replaced by fs , and aQ s .; / denotes the
sesquilinear form associated with
def

aQ s Œu
Q D kfs1 @1 uk
Q f2s C e s k@2 uk
Q f2s  e s E1 kuk
Q f2s 
def

and
uQ 2 D.aQ s / D H01 .0 /:
def

1
kuk
Q f2s
4

(7.27a)
(7.27b)
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More specifically, H01 .0 ; Gs / denotes the completion of C01 .0 / with respect to
the norm
def
k  kD.hKs / D .hKs Œ C k  kf2s /1=2 ;
where hKs is defined as (3.3) with f being replaced by fs .
Remark 7.2. Note that (7.26) is a parabolic equation with s-time-dependent coefficients. The same occurs and has been previously analysed for the heat equation in the
twisted waveguides [28], and [29], for the heat equation in the plane with magnetic
field [26] and also for a convection-diffusion equation in the whole space but with a
variable diffusion coefficient [8], and [5]. A careful analysis of the behaviour of the
underlying elliptic operators as s tends to infinity leads to a sharp decay rate for its
solutions. An important difference of the present problem with respect to the previous
works is that also the Hilbert space becomes time-dependent after the self-similarity
transformation, which makes the analysis substantially more difficult.
7.5. The setting in weighted Sobolev spaces. Since Us acts as a unitary transformation, it preserves the space norm of solutions of (7.22) and (7.26), i.e.,
ku.t /kf D ku.s/k
Q
fs :

(7.28)

This means that we can analyse the asymptotic time behaviour of the former by
studying the latter.
However, the natural space to study the evolution (7.26) is not Lf2s .0 / but rather
the weighted space L2wfs .0 / with the Gaussian weight (4.6). Following the approach
of [28] based on a theorem of J. L. Lions [1], Theorem X.9, about weak solutions of
parabolic equations with time-dependent coefficients, it can be shown that (7.26) is
well posed in the scale of Hilbert spaces
H01 .0 ; w Gs /  L2wfs .0 /  ŒH01 .0 ; w Gs / :

(7.29)

Here H01 .0 ; w Gs / denotes the completion of C01 .0 / with respect to the norm
.hKs Œw 1=2   C k  k2wfs /1=2 .
More precisely, choosing vQ D wv for the test function in (7.26), where v 2
is arbitrary, we can formally cast (7.26) into the form
def

C01 .0 /

Q
D 0:
hv; uQ 0 .s/iw C as .v; u.s//

(7.30)

Here h; iw denotes the pairing of H01 .0 ; w Gs / and ŒH01 .0 ; w Gs / and as .; /
denotes the sesquilinear form associated with
as Œu
Q D kfs1 @1 uk
Q 2wfs C e s k@2 uk
Q 2wfs  e s E1 kuk
Q 2wfs
1
1
Q 2wfs C .y1 u;
 kuk
Q Œfs2  1 @1 u/
Q wfs
4
2
def

(7.31a)
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and
D.as / D H01 .0 ; w/;
def

(7.31b)

with H01 .0 ; w/ denoting the closure of C01 .0 / with respect to the weighted
Sobolev norm .kr  k2w C k  k2w /1=2 . Note the appearance of the extra term with
respect to (7.27) (it makes the form as non-symmetric if the Hilbert space L2wf .0 /
is considered to be complex).
By “formally” we mean that the formulae are meaningless in general, because
the solution u.s/
Q
and its derivative uQ 0 .s/ may not belong to H01 .0 ; w Gs / and
1

ŒH0 .0 ; w Gs / , respectively. The justification of (7.26) being well posed in the
scale (7.29) consists basically in checking the boundedness and a coercivity of the
form as defined on D.as / and in noticing that the time-dependent spaces L2wfs .0 /
and H01 .0 ; w Gs / coincide with L2w .0 / and H01 .0 ; w/, respectively, as vector
spaces. It is straightforward by using (2.10) and Lemma 2.1.
Q
in (7.30), we arrive at
7.6. Reduction to a spectral problem. Choosing v D u.s/
the identity
1 d
2
O Q
ku.s/k
Q
(7.32)
wfs D ls Œu.s/;
2 ds
def

def
def
where lOs Œu
Q D <fas Œug,
Q uQ 2 D.lOs / D D.as / D H01 .0 ; w/ (independent of s as a
vector space). It remains to analyse the coercivity of lOs .
More precisely, as usual for energy estimates, we replace the right hand side
of (7.32) by the spectral bound, valid for each fixed s 2 Œ0; 1/,

Q  K .s/ kuk
Q 2wfs ;
lOs Œu

uQ 2 D.lOs /; ;

(7.33)

where K .s/ denotes the lowest point in the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator LO s
associated on L2wfs .0 / with lOs ; it depends on the curvature K through the dependence on f . Then (7.32) together with (7.33) implies the exponential bound
ku.s/k
Q
Q 0 kwf0 e 
wfs  ku

Rs
0

K .r / d r

;

s 2 Œ0; 1/:

(7.34)

Finally, recall that the exponential bound in s transfers to a polynomial bound in
the original time t , cf (7.25). In this way, the problem is reduced to a spectral analysis
of the family of operators fLO s gs0 .
7.7. Removing the weight. In order to investigate the operator LO s on L2wfs .0 /,
def
we first map it into a unitarily equivalent operator Ls D ULO s U1 on Lf2s .0 / via
the unitary transform
Q
U uQ D w 1=2 u:
def
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By definition, Ls is the self-adjoint operator associated on Lf2s .0 / with the quadratic
def
def
form ls Œv D lOs ŒU1 v, v 2 D.ls / D U D.lOs /. A straightforward calculation yields
ls Œv D kfs1 @1 vkf2s C e s k@2 vkf2s  e s E1 kvkf2s 


1
kvkf2s
4

1
1
.y1 v; @1 v/fs C .y1 v; Œ2  fs2  y1 v/fs :
2
16

(7.35)

Here and in the sequel, we assume that v is real, which is justified by the positivity
preserving property of the heat equation as explained in Section 3.2.
For everywhere vanishing curvature, i.e. K D 0, we have that f is identically
equal to one. Consequently, fs D 1 for all s  0. Then, integrating by parts in the
first term on the second line of (7.35), we get that ls coincides with the form ls0 on
L2 .0 / defined by
ls0 Œv D k@1 vk2 C e s k@2 vk2  e s E1 kvk2 C
def

1
ky1 vk2 ;
16

(7.36a)

and
D.ls0 / D H01 .0 / \ L2 .0 ; y12 dy/:
def

(7.36b)

In order to specify the domain of ls for any curvature, we assume (5.2) and
consider ls as a perturbation of ls0 . It follows from (5.3) that
jy1 j > e s=2 R H) fs .y/ D 1:

(7.37)

In particular, fs .y/ D 1 for all jy1 j > R.
Lemma 7.1. Assume (2.10) and (5.2). Then
D.ls / D D.ls0 / D H01 .0 / \ L2 .0 ; y12 dy/:
Proof. Using some rearrangement and integration by parts, it is convenient to rewrite
equation (7.35) as follows
ls Œv D kfs1 @1 vkf2s C e s k@2 vkf2s  e s E1 kvkf2s C

1
ky1 vkf2s C rs Œv;
16

(7.38)

where
1
1
1
def
.y1 v; Œfs1  fs  y1 v/:
rs Œv D  .v; Œfs  1v/  .y1 v; Œfs  1@1 v/ 
4
2
16
Using Lemma 2.1, it is easy to see that for each s  0 there exists a positive constant
C D C.s; kKk1 ; a/ such that
C 1 ls0 Œv  ls Œv  rs Œv  C ls0 Œv
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for every v 2 D.ls0 /. Consequently (see, e.g., [2], Corollary 4.4.3), the quadratic
form ls  rs is closed on the domain D.ls0 / given by (7.36). It remains to show that rs
is a relatively bounded perturbation of ls0 with relative bound smaller than one. It
is clear for the first term of rs which is in fact a bounded perturbation in view of
Lemma 2.1. We employ (7.37) to deal with the remaining terms. For the second term
we have
Z
jy1 jjv.y/jj@1 v.y/jdy
j.y1 v; Œfs  1@1 v/j  kf  1k1
fjy1 j<e s=2 Rg

 kf  1k1 e s=2 R kvk k@1vk
 kf  1k1 R ."1 kvk2 C " k@1 vk2 /;
for every v 2 D.ls0 /. and any " 2 .0; 1/. Similarly,
j.y1 v; Œfs1  fs  y1 v/j  kf 1  f k1 R2 kvk2 :
for every v 2 D.ls0 /.
Remark 7.3. The proof of the lemma represents a direct way how to show that the
form (7.35) is closed on the domain D.ls0 /. In view of the unitary equivalence U, it
also a posteriori establishes the closedness of the form (7.31).
As a consequence of Lemma 7.1, we get that Ls (and therefore LO s ) has compact
resolvent and thus purely discrete spectrum for all s  0. In particular, K .s/ represents the lowest eigenvalue of Ls .
7.8. The strong-resolvent convergence. In order to study the decay rate via (7.34),
we need information about the limit of the eigenvalue K .s/ as the time s tends to
infinity. This can be deduced from the asymptotic properties of the resolvent of Ls
for large s.
In view of (5.2), the function y 7! fs .y/ converges to one locally uniformly
in jy1 j > 0, y2 2 .a; a/, as s ! 1. Moreover, the scaling of the transverse
variable in (7.35) corresponds to considering the operator L0 in the shrinking strip
R  .e s=2 a; e s=2 a/. This suggests that Ls will converge, in a suitable sense, to
the one-dimensional harmonic-oscillator operator
hD
def

d2
1 2
C
y
2
16 1
dy1

on L2 .R/

(7.39)

(i.e. the Friedrichs extension of this operator initially defined on C01 .R/), potentially
subjected to an extra condition at the origin. For further purposes, let us note that the
spectrum of h is known explicitly (see any book on quantum mechanics, e.g. [11],
Section 2.3)
°1
1 ±1
.h/ D
nC
:
(7.40)
2
2 nD0
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We shall see that the difference between the negatively curved and flat case consists
in that the limit operator for the former is subjected to an extra Dirichlet boundary
condition at y1 D 0. Thus, simultaneously to h introduced in (7.39), let us consider
the self-adjoint operator hD in L2 .R/ whose quadratic form acts in the same way as
that of h but has a smaller domain
1=2
D.hD
/ D f' 2 D.h1=2 / j '.0/ D 0g:
def

To make this singular operator limits mentioned above rigorous (Ls and h act on
different spaces), we decompose the Hilbert space L2 .0 / into an orthogonal sum
L2 .0 / D H1 ˚ H?
1;

(7.41)

where the subspace H1 consists of functions of the form 1 .y/ D '.y1 /J1 .y 0 /.
.a;a/
Recall that J1 denotes the positive eigenfunction of D
corresponding to E1 ,
2
normalized to 1 in L ..a; a//, cf (4.2). Given any
2 L2 .0 /, we have the
?
decomposition D 1 C
with 1 2 H1 as above and ? 2 H?
1 . The mapping
 W ' 7! 1 is an isomorphism of L2 .R/ onto H1 . Hence, with an abuse of notations,
we may identify any operator h on L2 .R/ with the operator h 1 acting on H1 
L2 .0 /.
Finally, we mention that the Hilbert spaces L2 .0 / and Lf2s .0 / can be identified
as vector sets because their norms are equivalent. More specifically, in view of
Lemma 2.1 and the definition (7.23), we have
1

k kf2s
kKk1 a2
kKk1 a2


1
C
;
1  kKk1 a2
k k2
1  kKk1 a2

(7.42)

for every non-zero 2 L2 .0 / and all s  0.
In the flat case, i.e. K D 0, it is readily seen that the operator L0s associated with
the form (7.36) can be identified with the decomposed operator
.a;a/
h ˝ 1 C 1 ˝ .e s D
 e s E1 / in L2 .R/ ˝ L2 ..a; a//;

(7.43)

where 1 denotes the identity operators in the appropriate spaces. Using (7.40), it
follows that 0 .s/ D 1=4 for all s 2 Œ0; 1/. Consequently,
0 .1/ D lim 0 .s/ D 1=4:
def

s!1

(7.44)

Moreover, (7.43) can be used to show that L0s converges to h ˚ 0? in the normresolvent sense as s ! 1, where 0? denotes the zero operator on H?
1.
It is more difficult (and more interesting) to establish the asymptotic behaviour
of K .s/ for K 6D 0. A fine analysis of its limit leads to the key observation of the
paper, ensuring a gain of 1=2 in the decay rate in the negatively curved case. This can
be understood from the following proposition, which represents the main auxiliary
result of the present paper.
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Proposition 7.2. Assume (2.10) and (5.2). Let the Hardy-type inequality (7.1) holds.
Then the operator Ls converges to hD ˚ 0? in the strong-resolvent sense as s ! 1,
i.e.,
lim k.Ls C i /1 F  Œ.hD C i /1 ˚ 0? F k D 0; F 2 L2 .0 /:
s!1

Proof. For the clarity of the exposition, we divide the proof into several steps. The
equivalence of norms (7.42) and other consequences of Lemma 2.1 are widely used
in the present proof.
1. The resolvent equation for Ls . Let F 2 L2 .0 /. Then also F 2 Lf2s .0 / for
every s  0 due to (7.42). Let z be a sufficiently large positive number to be specified
def
later. We set s D .Ls C z/1 F . In other words, s satisfies the resolvent equation
ls .v;
In particular, choosing
ls Œ

s

Czk

s/

C z .v;

s

for the test function v in (7.45), we have

2
s kfs

D.

D .v; F /fs ;

s /fs

s ; F /fs

k

v 2 D.ls /:

s kfs kF kfs

v 2 D.ls /:

(7.45)

(7.46)

2. Boundedness of s . Our primary objective is to deduce from (7.46) that f s gs0
def
is a bounded family in the space D0 D H01 .0 / \ L2 .0 ; y12 dy/ equipped with the
intersection topology.
We search a lower bound to the operator Ls Cz. Using the convenient form (7.38)
for ls Œ s  and proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 7.1, we easily check that
jrs Œ

s j

 C ." kfs1 @1

2
s kfs

C "1 k

2
s kfs /:

(7.47)

with any " 2 .0; 1/, where C is a positive constant depending on kKk1 a2 and R.
Hence
ls Œ

s

Czk

2
s kfs

 .1  2"/ kfs1 @1
C " kfs1 @1

2
s kfs

C e s k@2 s kf2s  e s E1 k s kf2s
1
2
ky1 s kf2s C .z  C "1 / k s kf2s :
s kfs C
16
(7.48)

If we choose z larger than C "1 , all the terms on the second line are non-negative.
To get a non-negative lower bound to the first line on the right hand side of (7.48),
we introduce a new function us by s .y/ D e s=4 us .e s=2 y1 ; y2 / (cf the self-similarity
transformation (7.24)). Making the change of variables .x1 ; x2 / D .e s=2 y1 ; y2 /,
recalling the definition (7.7) and using the Hardy-type inequality (7.1), we obtain
.1  2"/ kfs1 @1

2
s kfs

C e s k@2

2
s kfs

 e s E1 k

2
s kfs

D e s .1  2"/ kf 1 @1 us kf2 C e s k@2 us kf2  e s E1 kus kf2
 e s .1  2"/ k

1=2

us kf2 C e s 2" .us ; K us /f :

(7.49)
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Here is a positive function and, as pointed out in Remark 7.1, we may assume that
it depends on x1 only. On the other hand, K has compact support due to (5.3).
def
Hence, we can choose " sufficiently small so that the new Hardy weight Q.x1 / D
.1  2"/ .x1 / C 2"K .x1 / is positive for almost every x1 2 R. Coming back to our
coordinates y, we thus conclude from (7.49)
.1  2"/ kfs1 @1

2
s kfs

C e s k@2

2
s kfs

 e s E1 k

2
s kfs

 e s k Qs1=2

2
s kf ;

where Qs .y1 / D .e s=2 y1 /.
Using the last inequality in (7.48) and employing Lemma 2.1, we eventually arrive
at
def

ls Œ

s C z

2
s kfs

k

 c.e s k Qs1=2

sk

2

C k@1

sk

2

C ky1

sk

2

C .z  C "1 / k

sk

2

/;
(7.50)
where c is a positive constant depending on kKk1 a2 . Comparing this inequality
with (7.46), we see that there exists a constant z0 , depending on a and properties
of K, such that for all z  z0
k

sk

 C kF k;

ky1

sk

 C kF k;

k@1

sk

 C kF k;

(7.51)

and
e s k Qs1=2

sk

2

 C kF k2 ;

(7.52)

with some constant C depending on a and properties of K. Furthermore, directly
from (7.48) and (7.46) with help of (7.51), we also get
k@2

sk

 C kF k;

(7.53)

The estimate (7.50) also shows that Ls C z is invertible for all z  z0 . This, a
posteriori, justifies the definition of s as the unique solution of (7.45).
From (7.51) and (7.53), we conclude that f s gs0 is a bounded family in D0 .
Therefore it is precompact in the weak topology of D0 . Let 1 be a weak limit point,
i.e., for an increasing sequence of positive numbers fsn gn2N such that sn ! 1 as
n ! 1, f sn gn2N converges weakly to 1 in D0 . Actually, we may assume that it
converges strongly in L2 .0 / because D0 is compactly embedded in L2 .0 /.
3. Transverse mode decomposition of s . Now we employ the Hilbert space decomposition (7.41) and write s .y/ D 's .y1 /J1 .y2 / C s? .y/, where s? 2 H?
1,
i.e.,
.J1 ; s? .y1 ; //L2 ..a;a// D 0
(7.54)
for a.e. y1 2 R. It follows from (7.51), (7.53) and (7.54) that also f s? gs0 is a
bounded family in D0 and that f's gs0 is a bounded family in H 1 .R/\L2 .R; y12 dy1 /
?
and '1 the respective
equipped with the intersection topology. We denote by 1
limit points.
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We come back to (7.46) with (7.48) and focus on the inequality
e s k@2

2
s kfs

 e s E1 k

2
s kfs

 C kF k2

(7.55)

we have alreadypused to get (7.53). In the same way as we proceeded to get (7.14),
def
we write 's D fs s and obtain
k@2

2
s kfs

 E1 k

2
s kfs

D k@2 's k2  E1 k's k2 C .'s ; Vs 's /;

(7.56)

where Vs is defined in the same way as (7.15) but with K and f being replaced by Ks
and fs , respectively. Using (7.37), it is possible to check that f'sn gn2N is strongly
converging in L2 .0 /; in fact,
lim k'sn 

n!1

1k

D 0:

(7.57)

Using the fact that the scaled potential Vs in (7.56) vanishes for all jy1 j > e s=2 R
together with the strong convergence of f'sn gn2N , it is easy to see that the integral containing the potential tends to zero as n ! 1, after passing to the subsequence fsn gn2N . Multiplying (7.55) by e sn and putting the asymptotically vanishing
integral on the right hand side of the inequality, we thus get
lim .k@2 'sn k2  E1 k'sn k2 / D 0:

n!1

(7.58)

Using in addition the Hilbert space decomposition (7.41) of 's , i.e. 's .y/ D
s .y1 /J1 .y2 / C 's? .y/, we see that the same limit (7.58) holds for 's?n 2 H?
1 as well.
? 2
? 2
In that limit, we use the estimate k@2 'sn k  E2 k'sn k , where E2 D 4E1 denotes
.a;a/
the second eigenvalue of D
, and conclude that k's?n k tends to zero as n ! 1.
The latter together with (7.57) finally yields
lim k

n!1

That is,

1

?
sn k

D 0 and

lim ksn  '1 kL2 .R/ D 0:

n!1

(7.59)

2 H1 .

4. The Dirichlet condition at zero. Now we come back to the inequality (7.52).
Recall that Qs .y1 / D Qs .e s=2 y1 / and that Q is positive (although necessarily vanishing
at infinity). Without loss of generality, we may assume that Q in (7.52) belongs to
L1 .R/ (since we can always replace the estimate using a smaller function). Then
e s=2 Qs converges in the sense of distributions on R to a Dirac delta at y1 D 0. We
want to use this heuristic consideration to show that '1 .0/ D 0.
To do so, first, we use the Hilbert space decomposition (7.41) of s and notice
that the left hand side of (7.52) splits into a sum of two non-negative parts, the mixed
term being zero due to (7.54). Second, multiplying the obtained inequality for the
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term involving the H1 -part of s by e s=2 , passing to the subsequence fsn gn2N and
taking the limit n ! 1, we arrive at
Z
2
j'1 .0/j
Q .x1 / dx1 D 0:
R

The limiting procedure is justified by recalling that f'sn gn2N converges weakly in
H 1 .R/ and therefore strongly in H 1 .J /, which is compactly embedded in C 0; .J /
for every 2 .0; 1=2/, where J is any bounded interval of R.
Since the integral of Q is positive by our hypotheses, we thus verify that '1
satisfies the extra Dirichlet condition
'1 .0/ D 0:
5. The resolvent equation for Ls as s ! 1. Let us summarize our results. We have
obtained that the solutions sn of (7.45) converge in the weak topology of D0 and
in the strong topology of L2 .0 / to some 1 . Moreover, the limiting solution 1
belongs to H1 , so that 1 .y/ D '1 .y1 /J1 .y2 / with some
'1 2 H 1 .R/ \ L2 .R; y12 dy1 / D D.h/:
Finally, '1 .0/ D 0, so that actually '1 2 D.hD /.
Recall that the set C01 .R n f0g/ is dense in D.hD /. Let ' 2 C01 .R n f0g/ be
arbitrary. We take
def
v.y/ D '.y1 /J1 .y2 /
as the test function in (7.45) and note that ' and fs  1 have disjoint support for
sufficiently large s due to (7.37). Sending n to infinity in (7.45) with s being replaced
by sn , we thus easily check that
.';
P 'P 1 /L2 .R/ C

1
.y1 '; y1 '1 /L2 .R/ C z .'; '1 /L2 .R/ D .'; f /L2 .R/ ;
16

where
f .y1 / D .J1 ; F .y1 ; //L2..a;a// :
def

That is, '1 D .hD C z/1 f , for any weak limit point of f's gs0 .
In conclusion, we have shown that s converges strongly to
s ! 1, where
1 .y/

1

in L2 .0 / as

D '1 .y1 /J1 .y2 / D Œ.hD C z/1 ˚ 0? F .y/:
def

6. The strong convergence for other values of the spectral parameter. Finally, let us
argue that we can replace the real number z by any non-real number. This is actually
a consequence of [19], Theorem VIII.1.3, the fact that Ls is self-adjoint on Lf2s .0 /
and the equivalence of this Hilbert space with L2 .0 /, to which we consider the limit
of the strong convergence, due to (7.42).
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Remark 7.4. The crucial step in the proof is certainly the usage of the Hardy inequality (7.1). Indeed, it enables us, first, to ensure the non-negativity of the right
hand side of (7.48) and, second, to establish the extra Dirichlet condition at zero.
7.9. Spectral consequences. Assume for a moment that Proposition 7.2 stated that
the operator Ls converges to hD ˚ 0? in the norm-resolvent sense as s ! 1. Then
we would immediately know that K .s/ converges to the first eigenvalue of hD as
s ! 1. In view of the symmetry, the first eigenvalue of hD coincides with the
second eigenvalue of h, which is 3=4 due to (7.40). Hence, under the hypotheses of
proposition 7.2, we would have that the limit of K .s/ as s ! 1 is three-times larger
than the same limit in the flat case (7.44).
Unfortunately, the strong-resolvent convergence of Proposition 7.2 is not sufficient to guarantee the convergence of spectra. In general, this is true for eigenvalues of
the limiting operator which are stable under the perturbation (cf [19], Section VIII.1).
In our case, however, the spectral convergence can be established directly using the
fact that both Ls and hD are operators with compact resolvents. Using the compactness, the convergence of eigenvalues follow by a straightforward modification
of the proof of Proposition 7.2. In particular, we have the following result for the
lowest eigenvalue, exactly as we would have under the norm-resolvent convergence
described above.
Corollary 7.1. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 7.2, one has
K .1/ D lim K .s/ D 3=4:
def

s!1

Proof. First of all, let us notice that K .s/ remains bounded as s ! 1. This is easily
seen by the Rayleigh-Ritz variational formula for the lowest eigenvalue of Ls , in which
def
we use the trial function of the form .y/ D '.y1 /J1 .y2 /, where ' 2 C01 .R/ is
supported outside supp.f  1/ supp.fs  1/ (cf (7.37)). Indeed,
1
k'k
P 2L2 .R/ C 16
ky1 'k2L2 .R/
ls Œ 
K .s/ 
D
;
k kf2s
k'k2L2 .R/

(7.60)

irrespectively of the properties of K.
Now, let s be the positive eigenfunction of Ls corresponding to K .s/, normaldef
ized to 1 in Lf2s .0 /. s is a solution of the problem (7.45) with F D .K .s/ C z/ s .
It is important that F is uniformly bounded in s as an element of Lf2s .0 /, due
to (7.60) and the normalization of s . Then we can proceed exactly as in the proof
of Proposition 7.2.
We show that f s gs0 contains a subsequence f sn gn2N which is weakly converging to some 1 in D0 . Since D0 is compactly embedded in L2 .0 /, we know
that f sn gn2N converges to 1 strongly in L2 .0 /. In particular, k 1 k D 1, so
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that we know that 1 is non-trivial. At the same time, we show that 1 2 H1 and
def
that '1 .y1 / D .J1 ; 1 .y1 ; //L2 ..a;a// vanishes at y1 D 0.
def
Taking v.y/ D '.y1 /J1 .y2 / with ' 2 C01 .R n f0g/ as the test function in the
weak formulation of the eigenvalue problem (7.45), with s being replaced by sn , and
sending n to infinity, we eventually find that '1 is an eigenfunction of hD C z with
the eigenvalue K .1/ C z. Since 1 is obtained as a limit of positive functions, we
know that '1 is positive as well. Hence, K .1/ represents the lowest eigenvalue
of hD .
It remains to recall that the first eigenvalue of hD coincides with the second
eigenvalue of h, which is 3=4 due to (7.40).
7.10. A spectral bound to the decay rate. We come back to (7.34). Assume K D 0
or that there exists a Hardy-type inequality (7.1). Recalling (7.44) and Corollary 7.1,
we know that for arbitrarily small positive number " there exists a (large) positive
time s" such that for all s  s" , we have K .s/  K .1/  ". Hence, fixing " > 0,
we have
Z s
Z s"

K .r/ dr  
K .r/ drŒK .1/  ".s  s" /
0

Z

0

0
s"

jK .r/j dr C ŒK .1/  "s" ŒK .1/  "s

for all s  s" . At the same time, assuming "  1=4, we trivially have
Z s
Z s"

K .r/ dr 
jK .r/j dr C ŒK .1/  "s" ŒK .1/  "s
0

0

also for all s  s" . Summing up, for every s 2 Œ0; 1/, we have
Œ
ku.s/k
Q
wfs  C" e

K .1/"

s

kuQ 0 kwf0 ;

(7.61)

R s"

where C" D e 0 j K .r /j d r CŒ K .1/" s" .
Now we return to the original variables .x; t / via (7.25). Using (7.28) together
with the point-wise estimate 1  w, and recalling that f0 D f and uQ 0 D u0 , it
follows from (7.61) that
def

Œ
ku.t /kf D ku.s/k
Q
Q
fs  ku.s/k
wfs  C" .1 C t /

K .1/"

ku0 kwf

for every t 2 Œ0; 1/. Consequently, we conclude with
ke .HK E1 /t kL2

wf

.0 /!Lf2 .0 /

D

sup
u0 2L2
wf .0 /nf0g

ku.t /kf
 C" .1 C t /Œ
ku0 kwf

 .1/"

for every t 2 Œ0; 1/. Since " can be made arbitrarily small, this bound implies
K  K .1/:

(7.62)
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7.11. The improved decay rate. Now we arrive to the main result of this paper. It
follows from Proposition 4.1 that 0 D 1=4 (i.e. K D 0). The lower bound 0  1=4
alternatively follows from (7.62) using (7.44). The following theorem states that the
decay rate is three times better in the presence of a Hardy-type inequality (7.1).
Theorem 7.3. Assume (2.10) and (5.2). If (7.1) holds, then
K D 3=4:
Proof. The assertion K  3=4 follows from (7.62) using Corollary 7.1. In order
to prove the K  3=4 it is sufficient to show, that for some suitable function ' 2
C01 .0 /, some constant c' > 0 and some constant t0  0
ke tHK 'kL2 .0 /  c' t 3=4 e E1 t ;
f

t  t0 :

(7.63)

Due to (5.2) the support of f is contained in a rectangle R D .R; R/  .a; a/
for R > 0. We choose ' 2 C01 .0 / such that supp.'/  0 n R . Recall
that Ex (respectively, Px ) denote the expectation (respectively, probability measure)
corresponding to the Markov process .Xt / t0 associated to the Dirichlet form hk .
Define the stopping times 0 and R by
def

0 D infft  0 j Xt 2 0 g

and

R D infft  0 j Xt 2 @R g:

The process .Xt /0t<0 is called Brownian motion on 0 killed at the boundary.
For every x D .x1 ; x2 / 2 Q0 we then conclude
e tHK '.x/ D Ex Œ'.Xt /; I 0   Ex Œ'.Xt /; R ^ 0 > t ;

(7.64)

where R ^0 denotes the minimum of the stopping times 0 and R . Integration
of (7.64) and using K  0 n R D 0 and hence, by Lemma 2.1, f D 1 in 0 n R
yields
Z
2
ke tHK 'kL

jEx Œ'.Xt /; R ^ 0 > t j2 dx
2 . /
f

0

.R;1/.a;a/

Z

(7.65)
2

D
.R;1/.a;a/

jEx Œ'.Xt /; 0R > t j dx

where 0R D .R; 1/  .a; a/ and
def

0R D infft  0 j Xt 2 @0R g:
Due to f D 1 in 0 n R the stochastic process .Xt /0R >t0 is a (deterministically
time changed by the factor 2) Brownian motion killed, when exiting the set 0R . Due
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to independence of the coordinates we have
Ex Œ'.Xt /; R ^ 0 > t 
Z
1
X
D
e En t Jn .x1 /

0;R

nD1

where
p0 .t; x; y/ D p
def

(7.66)

p0 .t; x1 ; y1 /Jn .2 /'.y1 ; y2 / dy;

1

.e 

.xy/2
4t

 e

.xCy/2
4t

/
4 t
is the transition function of a one-dimensional Brownian motion killed when hitting 0.
Using (7.65) and (7.66) an elementary calculation gives assertion (7.63).
Observe that the proof of Theorem 7.3 demonstrates that the “transient” effect of
negative curvature on the survival properties of a Brownian particle is as strong as if
we kill a particle when entering the curved region.
7.12. From normwise to pointwise bounds. Theorem 7.3 may be reformulated in
terms of certain pointwise assertions.
Corollary 7.2. Assume both (2.10) and (5.2), as well as (7.1). Let x 2 0 , ı > 0
and a measurable bounded subset B  0 be given. Then there exists a constant
CB;ı;x > 0 such that
3

Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t /  CB;ı;x e E1 t t  2 Cı :
Proof. We use that according to Proposition 3.1 the integral kernel e tHK .x; y/ of
e tHK satisfies the following Gaussian upper bound
2
c1
 .xy/
e tHK .x; y/  p
e 4c2 t
4 t
for some constants c1 ; c2 > 0. For fixed x set

x;" .y/

2
c1
 .xy/
e 4c2 " ;
Dp
4"

where " is chosen small enough such that
for some constant Cı > 0

x;"

2 L2wf .0 /. Then for t > " we have

Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t / D e tHK B .x/
D e "HK e .t"/HK B .x/
.t"/HK

D.

x;" ; e

D .e

 t "
2 HK

k

x;" kwf

B /f

x;" ; e

 t "
2 HK

h

kB kwf Cı

B /f

 t  " . 3 ı=2/
4

2

e E1

t "
2

i2

;
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where the last inequality follows using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Theorem 7.3 have been used. This implies the assertion of the Corollary.
Remark 7.5. In the case of positively curved manifolds satisfying hypotheses (2.10)
and (5.2), the decay rate of Px .X t 2 B; 0 > t / is exactly exponential, whereas in
the situation of a flat manifold on has t 1=2 e E1 t .
In terms of Tweedie’s R-theory (see [46] and [45]) one can therefore conclude that
a Brownian particle in a positively curved tube satisfying condition (2.10) and (5.1)
is E1 -positive recurrent, in a flat manifold the Brownian particle is E1 -null recurrent
and in the negatively curved tube satisfying (2.10) and (5.2) the Brownian motion is
E1 -transient.
Let us finally reformulate our findings in the negatively curved case in another
way using conditional probabilities, again.
Corollary 7.3. Assume (2.10) and (5.2). Let x 2 0 , ı > 0 and a bounded measurable subset B  0 be given. Then there exists a constant CzB;ı;x > 0 such
that
Px .X t 2 B j 0 > t /  Czb;ı;x t 1Cı
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 7.2 together with the fact that for a
suitable constant cx
1
Px .0 > t /  cx e K t t  2 :
The latter assertion can be proved by adding a Dirichlet boundary as was done in the
proof of Theorem 7.3.

8. Conclusions
The objective of this paper was to investigate the interplay between the curvature and
the properties of Brownian motion in the simplest non-trivial case, when the ambient space is two-dimensional and the motion in fact quasi-one-dimensional. More
precisely, we were interested in the large time behaviour of the solution to the heat
equation in tubular neighbourhoods of unbounded geodesics in a two-dimensional
Riemannian manifold, subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Our results are schematically summarized in Table 1. The corresponding precise
statements can be found in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 for flat manifolds; Corollary 6.1
for positively curved manifolds; and Theorem 7.3 for negatively curved manifolds.
The moral of the story is that the negative curvature is “better for travelling,” in the
sense that the heat semigroup gains an extra polynomial, geometrically induced decay
rate. The latter is in fact a consequence of the existence of Hardy-type inequalities
in negatively curved manifolds, which play a central role in our proof. Though the
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proofs are mainly analytic some effort has been made in order to connect our findings
with notions and results available in the probabilistic literature, e.g. on Markov chains.
The present paper can be considered as a contribution to recent works on the
consequences of the existence of Hardy inequality on large-time behaviour of the
heat semigroup for quantum waveguides [28], [29], [15], and [22] and magnetic
Schrödinger operators [23, 26]. More generally, recall that we expect that there is
always an improvement of the decay rate for the heat semigroup of an operator satisfying a Hardy-type inequality (cf [28], Conjecture in Section 6, and [9], Conjecture 1).
The present paper confirms the general conjecture in the particular case of the Dirichlet Laplace–Beltrami operator in the strip-like surfaces. As pointed out in the body
of the paper, the Hardy inequality is essentially equivalent to transience properties.
Thus it is reasonable to expect that a combination of available probabilistic and analytic methods might be necessary in order to make progress towards a solution of the
above mentioned conjectures.
Open problem. One of the characteristic hypotheses of the present paper was that the
curvature K has compact support. We expect the same decay rates if this assumption
is replaced by its fast decay at infinity. However, it is quite possible that a slow decay
of curvature at infinity will improve the decay of the heat semigroup even further.
In particular, can K be strictly greater than 3=4 if K decays to zero very slowly at
infinity?
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